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ABSTRACT
When a digital hologram is reconstructed only points on objects within the depth of focus at the reconstruction
distance are in focus. For complex scenes, scenes containing multiple objects or multiple object features located at
diﬀerent depths, this can lead to a reconstruction with large blurred regions. Using a depth-from-focus algorithm
we have developed an approach to extract an objects depth information in the form of a depth map from volumes
of reconstructions, where each reconstruction in the volume is a reconstruction at a diﬀerent focal plane. By
combining the depth map with the volume of reconstructions used to calculate the depth map we can create an
image, an extended focus image, where the full scene is in focus. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst technique
which creates extended focused images of digital holograms encoding macroscopic objects. We present results
for digital holograms containing low and high contrast macroscopic objects.
Keywords: digital holgraphy, image processing, three-dimensional image processing, focus detection, depth
estimation, focused imaging

1. INTRODUCTION
Holography is an established technique for recording and reconstructing real-world three-dimensional (3D) objects. Digital holography1–4 and digital holographic image processing5–7 have recently become feasible due to
advances in megapixel CCD sensors with high spatial resolution and high dynamic range. In the case of recording, the most commonly used techniques include in-line phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) and oﬀ-axis digital
holography1, 3, 8 which allow for the removal of the unwanted intensities and virtual image that are inherent
in holography. A single-exposure on-line (SEOL) set-up9–11 is also possible due to the availability of digital
techniques to remove the unwanted terms.1 In the case of reconstruction, algorithms are applied to the recorded
interferogram/holograms in order to view the object under investigation. Numerous techniques exist based
on discrete implementations of the Fresnel transform.3 In the work presented here we employ PSI to capture
our in-line digital holograms (DHs), which are in an appropriate form for data transmission and digital image
processing.
Digital holographic image processing is a ﬁeld which has seen increased interest in recent few years. The large
ﬁle sizes of DHs has lead to research into their compression for the purpose of eﬃcient storage and transmission.12
The research has focused on compression of the complex ﬁeld at the hologram plane5, 12–15 and the reconstruction
plane.16 Digital holographic reconstructions also suﬀer from speckle noise, a noise that is inherent in any optical
system using coherent light. The digital nature of DHs allows postprocessing of reconstructions to reduce speckle
noise and improve image quality.17, 18 Through the use of incoherent object illumination, optical scanning
holography produces speckle-free reconstructions.19 Reconstructions can also be improved through processing
of the recorded hologram to remove or suppress error sources such as the twin-image20 and the dc-term.1, 3
These terms can also be ﬁltered from the hologram optically.21, 22 These properties along with the unique
properties of DHs (such as the application of phase-contrast technologies and reconstruction at an arbitrary
focal plane) have led to increased research in the ﬁeld of digital holographic microscopy.1, 23–26 The recording
of biological data using digital holographic microscopy has numerous advantages over optical microscopy such
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as shape recovery,27, 28 real-time tracking of the focal plane26 and the creation of images where the full sample
is in focus.29 This form of microscopy has also renewed interest in the ﬁelds of digital holographic object
segmentation30–32 and recognition.9, 33–35
A disadvantage of holographic reconstructions is the limited depth of ﬁeld. When a digital hologram is
reconstructed, a distance value d is input as a parameter to the reconstruction algorithm. The depth of focus
range for a reconstruction using the Fresnel approximation is in the order of a millimeter. For complex 3D scenes,
scenes containing multiple objects or containing multiple object features located at diﬀerent depths, this leads to
reconstructions with large blurred regions. We are interested in the creation of an image with an extended depth
of ﬁeld,36 which we are calling an extended focus image (EFI),29 from sets of digital holographic reconstructions
where the full scene is in focus. To do this we must be able to identify when certain object regions are in focus
at a given depth. This eﬀectively necessitates the development of a shape extraction technique for macroscopic
objects encoded in digital holograms.32, 37 An EFI technique has been previously developed for microscopic
objects recorded using digital holography,29 but the shape extraction technique they employ is not applicable
to our macroscopic objects primarily due to the corruptive eﬀect of speckle noise which is not present in DH
microscopy.
In this paper we present a method for creating EFIs from sets of digital holographic reconstructions of
macroscopic objects. We ﬁrst create a depth map using a depth-from-focus (DFF) technique. This technique
recovers depth information by calculating a focus measure on blocks of multiple reconstructions of the DH. We
then combine the depth map and the reconstructions to create an EFI. We discuss a method for creating an
EFI in a short length of time using a non-overlapping block approach and a method for creating a qualitatively
more accurate EFI using an overlapping block approach. We also demonstrate EFIs created on both low and
high-contrast scenes, and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the technique. Section. 2 discusses the
recording process for PSI DHs and our experimental setup. In Sect. 3 we introduce focus and focus detection
for DHs. The algorithms for calculating a depth map using an overlapping and non-overlapping DFF approach
are discussed in detail. Section. 4 presents a sequential discussion of our diﬀerent EFI creation approaches along
with their advantages and disadvantages. This section provides experimental results of EFIs created from DHs
encoding real-world 3D objects. In Sect. 5 some conclusions are drawn about the beneﬁts and limitations of the
diﬀerent EFI creation algorithms.

2. PHASE-SHIFT DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY
We record interferograms with an optical system based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (see Fig. 1). The
interferograms are real-valued images resulting from the interference between an object wave and a reference
wave. In our system, a linearly polarized Helium-Neon (632.8 nm) laser beam is expanded and collimated, and
split into object and reference waves. The object wave illuminates an object placed at a distance d that is selected
based on the object size in order to avoid aliasing of the CCD.38 Our CCD camera has 2048 × 2032 pixels of size
7.4µm in both dimensions. We denote U0 (x, y) as the complex amplitude distribution immediately in front of
the 3D object. The reference wave passes through RP1 and RP2 , and by selectively rotating the plates we can
achieve four phase shift permutations. An interferogram is recorded for every phase shift and we then use these
four interferograms and a four frame PSI4, 39 algorithm to compute the camera plane complex ﬁeld H0 (x, y), the
DH. PSI is a digital holographic technique that calculates in-line holograms free of the twin-image and dc-term.
We numerically reconstruct a DH in a plane at any distance z from the camera using the Fresnel transform.2, 4, 33 This is achievable because a DH, H0 (x, y), contains suﬃcient amplitude and phase information to
reconstruct the complex ﬁeld Uz (x, y). This can be calculated from the Fresnel approximation40 as
 



x2 + y 2
2π
−i
exp i z H0 (x, y)  exp iπ
,
(1)
Uz (x, y) =
λz
λ
λz
where λ is the wavelength of the light and  denotes a convolution. At z = d, and ignoring errors in digital
propagation due to pixelation and rounding, the discrete reconstruction UZ (x, y) is a close approximation of
the physical continuous ﬁeld U0 (x, y). As with conventional holography, a DH encodes diﬀerent views of a 3D
object from a small range of angles.40, 41 However, we only demonstrate the creation of EFIs using an individual
perspective. In the next section we introduce focus and how the relative focus of images can be be calculated.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for PSI: P, polarizer; NDF, neutral density filter; C, collimator; BE, beam expander; BS,
beam splitter; RP, retardation plate; M, mirror.

3. FOCUS DETECTION IN DIGITAL HOLOGRAMS
All imaging systems generally have a ﬁnite depth of ﬁeld. The recorded image can either be in focus or out of
focus. The objects which lie within the depth of ﬁeld of the imaging system are in focus (appearing sharp) while
the objects which lie outside of the depth of ﬁeld of the system are out of focus (appearing blurred). While
the development and application of focus measures in incoherent imaging has been well studied, there exists no
deﬁnitive criterion for ﬁnding the focal plane of a scene or ﬁnding the focal distance for a region within a scene.
In the ﬁeld of digital holography, the study of focus measures has not received the same interest. However,
focus techniques have been applied to both reconstructions of digitally recorded holograms26, 29, 32, 42–44 and to
the digitized reconstructions of optically recorded holograms.37, 45, 46 These employ focus measures such as selfentropy,42 phase changes,26 wavelet analysis,43 gray level variance,37 and integrated amplitude modulus44 among
others. Using these measures, applications such as the detection of the focal plane26, 43, 44 in digital holographic
microscopy, the measurement of 3D objects in the digitized reconstructions of physical holograms,?, 37 the segmentation of macroscopic objects32 and the creation of EFIs for microscopic objects29 have been demonstrated.
We now proceed to focus detection and demonstrate how using a focus measure we can estimate the depth of
pixel blocks in digital holographic reconstructions.

3.1 Focus detection
To determine if an image is in-focus the accepted procedure is to record a set of images with either a dynamic
scene or to record a set of images with a static scene where the focal plane of the camera is varied. A function is
then applied to each image and the image which maximizes this function is taken as the in-focus image. Focus
measures are also known as sharpness functions originating from the work of Muller et al.? where they were
the ﬁrst to apply a function to an image to determine focus, which they called an ’image sharpness function’.
Modern focus measures are based on the assumption that edges are more deﬁned in focused images and are
therefore more sharp (have higher spatial frequencies). Numerous sharpness based focus measures have been
developed and evaluated47 for incoherent imaging which generally satisfy the following requirements:
• independent of image content
• low computation complexity
• focus measure should be unimodal
• there should be a large variation in returned value with respect to blurring
• robust to noise
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Figure 2. Two bolts object DH: (a) numerical reconstruction, (b) variance plot for object blocks 1 and 2.

Focus measures are functions which attempt to determine the relative level of focus of sets of images. The
accepted image property maximized by these functions is the high spatial frequency energy of the image.47
Variance is a focus measure calculated on the intensity of an image using
V (Iz ) =

n
n
1 
Iz (i, j) − Iz
n2 i=1 j=1

2

(2)

where Iz is an image or image region, of size n × n, indexed by pixel locations i and j and where Iz is the
arithmetic mean of Iz . V (Iz ) is therefore a focus value for the image, or image region, Iz . Variance has been
proven to be a sound focus measure.47 An example of the application of variance as a focus measure is given
in Fig. 2. We selected one 81 × 81 block of pixels on each of the two bolts in the DH. A reconstruction of the
DH with the two blocks highlighted is shown in Fig. 2(a). The variance on the object blocks is calculated from
151 reconstructions spanning the focal range of the objects in the DH. The focal depth for each object block
is selected by choosing the reconstruction depth which returns the highest variance value for that block. The
variance plots for the objects blocks are shown in Fig. 2(b). The returned focal depths for the object blocks,
obtained by selecting the depth which quantitatively has the maximum focus value, correspond to the depths we
obtained by visually selecting the most in focus depths.

3.2 Depth-from-focus
DFF is an image processing approach for the estimation of surface shape in a scene using multiple independently
focused images. DFF approaches estimate the focal plane of a DH by maximizing a focus measure, such as
equation. 2, which is applied to the intensity of several 2D reconstructions, where each reconstruction is at a
diﬀerent focal plane. Ma et al.37 ﬁrst proposed a DFF algorithm applied to digitized physical holograms for the
recovery of 3D shape information from digitized physical holograms. By calculating variance on non-overlapping
blocks from reconstructions of a DH at diﬀerent depths they recovered depth information from a lower-resolution
version of the sensed object. We choose to extend this variance-measurement approach in order to classify each
1D vector (x, y) in the reconstruction volume (each line of pixels parallel to the optical axis) as either belonging
to the object or belonging to the background.32 The decision is taken as follows: if vector (x, y) contains an in
focus pixel from the object at any depth z then (x, y) is an object pixel, otherwise it is a background pixel.
Each reconstruction Iz (k, l) = |Uz (k, l)|2 is of size M ×N pixels. Our algorithm requires ﬁve input parameters:
a DH, a block size n × n, a start depth zmin , an increment zstep and an end depth zmax . The initial reconstruction
depth z is set to the starting depth, z = zmin . The algorithm involves the following three steps as illustrated in
Fig. 3:
Step 1: The input DH is reconstructed at depth z and a speckle reduction technique can be applied. Speckle
reduction is an optional part of the process where the speckle reduction technique to be used is chosen by the
user. The output reconstructions intensity is stored in Iz (k, l).
Step 2: We then calculate variance for each pixel by calculating variance on n × n pixel overlapping blocks
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Figure 3. Depth-from-focus process, Step 1: numerically reconstruct over a range of depths, Step 2: block process each
reconstruction using variance, Step 3: calculate depth map.

approximately centered on each pixel, and address each block with (k, l) where k ∈ [0, (M − 1)], l ∈ [0, (N − 1)].
Variance of each overlapping block at each depth z is calculated with function Vz : Rn×n → R+ deﬁned by
1
Vz (k, l) = 2
n

k+ n−1
2 



l+ n−1
2 



Iz (x, y) − Iz (k, l)

2

,

(3)

n−1
x=k− n−1
2  y=l− 2 

V is therefore a volume storing a 2D variance image for each depth z and Iz (k, l) is deﬁned as
1
Iz (k, l) = 2
n

k+ n−1
2 



l+ n−1
2 



Iz (x, y).

(4)

n−1
x=k− n−1
2  y=l− 2 

For the non-overlapping algorithm the volume is calculated with
Vzno (r, s) =

1
n2

rn+n−1
 sn+n−1

x=rn

y=sn

[Iz (x, y) − Iz (rn + 

n−1
n−1
, sn + 
)]
2
2

(5)

where r ∈ [0, 1, ...M/n] − 1, s ∈ [0, 1, ...N − /n − 1].
Step 3: The next step is to calculate the depth map. In the overlapping case, for each pixel (k, l) we ﬁnd the
maximum value in Vz (k, l). The depth where this maximum occurs, z, is then stored in DMap(k, l). The process
is the same for the non-overlapping case except we ﬁnd the maximum value in VNO
z (r, s) and store the depth
in DMap(r, s). This algorithm has been extended to create a maximum variance map which can be employed
to segment object from background in a DHs reconstruction.32 We are now in a position to create EFIs by
combining DMap(k, l) with the volume of reconstructions Iz (k, l).

4. EXTENDED FOCUSED IMAGING
In all the experiments in this paper, we use a block size of 81 × 81 as input to the DFF algorithm. Larger block
sizes have the advantage of estimating the general shape of an object with low error but the shape of ﬁner object
features is lost. Conversely, the smaller block sizes have the advantage of estimating the shape of ﬁner object
features but at the cost of high error in the estimate of the general shape of the object. We use the recommended
block size of 81 × 81 for DHs containing macroscopic objects.32 We apply the digital speckle reduction technique
of discrete Fourier ﬁltering developed by Maycock et al.18 to all our reconstructions and selected this technique
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Figure 4. Two bolts object DH, reconstructions and the non-overlapping approach EFIs.

as it has been shown to provide good results for DHs containing macroscopic objects. This speckle reduction
technique is based on applying diﬀerent non-overlapping band pass ﬁlters to a complex reconstruction and
summing the intensities of the resultant complex images. The depth of focus of the reconstructions used in these
experiments ranges from a minimum of 0.4mm to a maximum of 0.8mm.1 In this section we will demonstrate
EFIs with a depth of focus ranging from 6mm to 20mm.

4.1 Non-Overlapping
By using the non-overlapping DFF algorithm, low resolution depth maps can be created. Through combining a
depth map with numerical reconstructions of the DH we can create EFIs. For each pixel in DMap(r, s), an n × n
pixel block of intensity values is mapped to the non-overlapping-case EFI as
EFINO (k, l) = IDMap(r,s) (k, l),

(6)

where r = k/n, s = l/n, where the notation IDMap(r,s) (k, l) denotes the real-valued intensity value at lateral
coordinates (k, l) and depth DMap(r, s) in the reconstruction volume, where k ∈ [0, 1, . . . , M  ], l ∈ [0, 1, . . . , N  ],
and where M  = nM/n, N  = nN/n (for the nonoverlapping case only, the M  × N  pixel dimensions of the
EFI will be smaller than the the original reconstructions if n does not divide M, N ).
In Fig. 4 two numerical reconstructions, from the front focal plane and back focal plane of the DH, are displayed alongside the EFINO (k, l) reconstructions. The objects in this DH have a depth of focus of approximately
20mm. We created two EFINO (k, l)s using 11 numerical reconstructions and 151 reconstructions, where using a
greater number of reconstructions results in a more accurate depth map and therefore a more accurate EFI. To
compare these two EFINO (k, l) reconstructions we selected three object regions which are labelled in Fig. 4: two
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NRMS error compared to ER using 151 reconstruction
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Figure 5. Accuracy and timing plot for the non-overlapping approach EFIs created using increasing numbers of reconstructions.

on the front screw object and one on the back screw object. The numerical reconstructions in Fig. 4 illustrate
the limited depth of ﬁeld of a DH reconstruction, while the output EFINO (k, l) demonstrate how our technique
can overcome this limitation to create images where all objects are in focus.
Due to the large size of DHs, 2048 × 2048, the DFF algorithm, and consequently the EFI creation, is
computationally intensive. On a P4 3GHz PC the creation of the EFINO (k, l) using 151 reconstructions takes
almost 2.5 hours. We investigated the impact of reducing the number of reconstruction on the output EFI for
all the DHs presented in this paper. By taking the EFINO (k, l) created using a large number of reconstructions
(151) as our best EFI we compared the EFINO (k, l) created using diﬀerent numbers of reconstructions on two
criteria: running time and normalized root-mean-square error (NRMS) error.48 Plots of running time and NRMS
error as a function of the number of reconstructions used in the EFINO (k, l) creation are shown in Fig 5. The
jumps in error value in Fig. 5 occur when our sampling of the reconstruction space does not include the depth
for some of the large object regions. This leads to a depth with incorrect estimates of depths in object regions,
causing blurring in the resulting EFINO (k, l) and an increase in error. For some scenes, it can happen that a
lower sampling of depths will include more exact depths at which object regions are located. In a short period
of time, less than ten minutes, an EFINO (k, l) using only eleven reconstructions can be created with an error
of 17.5% when compared to our qualitative best EFI. A visual comparison of the two non-overlapping EFIs is
displayed in Fig. 4. Both of the EFINO (k, l) reconstructions produce images of the scene where both objects are
in focus. They also both struggle to select the correct blocks for the tip of the front screw as shown in the row
of region 1 images in Fig. 4. These EFIs can be improved on through the use of the overlapping DFF algorithm
to create higher resolution depth maps prior to the calculation of an EFI.

4.2 Overlapping
We have developed an approach for creating EFIs from depth maps calculated using the overlapping DFF
algorithm. The pointwise approach produces a sharp EFI but does not attempt to compensate for any errors
in DMap(k, l) which can occur for a number of reasons including poor object illumination or speckle noise. A
neighborhood approach49 has been developed which applies smoothing based on the n×n block size used to create
DMap(k, l). The overlapping algorithm takes, on average, 25 minutes to process an individual reconstruction
compared to less than one minute for the non-overlapping algorithm. However, The overlapping approach returns
a high resolution DMap(k, l) allowing for a higher quality EFI.
4.2.1 Pointwise approach
To calculate the pointwise EFI, EFIP (k, l), we take the depth for each pixel from DMap(k, l) and store the
intensity value of the corresponding pixel from Iz (k, l) for that depth in EFIP (k, l). We calculate EFIP (k, l) with
the following function
(7)
EFIP (k, l) = IDMap(k,l) (k, l)
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Figure 6. Two bolts object EFIs created using the (a) non-overlapping approach and 11 reconstructions, (b) nonoverlapping approach and 151 reconstructions and (c) overlapping pointwise approach and 151 reconstructions.

Figure 7. Two bolts object DH reconstructions for region 1 and the overlapping approach EFIs.

where k ∈ [0, (M − 1)], l ∈ [0, (N − 1)].
A comparison of the two overlapping approach, EFIP (k, l), and the two EFINO (k, l) reconstructions, detailed
in Sect. 4.1, is displayed in Fig. 6. The overlapping approach produces a more accurate EFI as can be seen
by comparing, in particular, object region 1 from the EFINO (k, l), see Fig. 4, with object region 1 from the
calculated EFIP (k, l), see Fig. 7. In some cases the depth of object regions may be incorrectly estimated leading
to errors in EFIP (k, l). This is apparent in Fig. 7 where there are still some errors in the top of the threads of
the screw. However, by sacriﬁcing some image sharpness a neighborhood approach49 as been developed which
reduces the error in the output EFI.
R
To illustrate our techniques eﬀectiveness on low contrast objects we calculated EFI (k, l) for a LEGO
P

block object DH, with a depth of focus of 6mm. In Fig. 8 a front focal plane and back focal plane reconstruction
R
block, region 1, and the
are shown alongside EFIP (k, l). We identiﬁed two object regions: the back LEGO
R
R


front LEGO block, region 2, both with the word “LEGO ” inscribed. In these reconstructions the word
R
” is only legible in one of the reconstructions, region 2 and region 1 in the front focal and back focal
“LEGO
R
plane respectively. However, in EFIP (k, l) the word “LEGO
” is legible in both region 1 and region 2. Figure 9
and Figure 10 contain a front focal plane reconstruction, a back focal plane reconstruction and EFIP (k, l) for
two DH containing: one containing two diﬀerent types of bolts and one containing a large bolt Again is it clear
that the EFI contains all in focus regions from both of these images. These EFIs of DHs containing diﬀerent
objects and objects of varying levels of contrast demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our approach to create focused
images out of a volume of DHs reconstructions.

5. CONCLUSION
The ﬁeld of focus detection and its recent application to digital holographic reconstructions has been discussed
in this paper. We have detailed a novel method for creating an image where all objects are in focus, an EFI,
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R
Figure 8. LEGO
block object DH, reconstructions and the overlapping approach EFIs.

Figure 9. Bolts object DH: (a) front focal plane reconstruction, (b) back focal plane reconstruction and (c) EFIP .

out of volumes of digital holographic reconstructions. Using DHs of real-world three-dimensional macroscopic
objects we have experimentally veriﬁed our technique. Multiple approaches for creating EFIs have been described
along with their disadvantages and advantages. The non-overlapping DFF algorithm is relatively fast but there
is a signiﬁcant loss of resolution. Our overlapping DFF algorithm is computationally expensive but has the
advantages of high resolution. Objects can be illuminated with a speckle pattern to increase the accuracy
of depth estimation,50 speciﬁcally in the case of objects with little or no texture. We intend to investigate the
impact of a real physical background behind the objects. We have successfully created EFIs for scenes containing
multiple and single objects and containing low and high contrast objects and have demonstrated an increase to
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Figure 10. Bolt object DH: (a) front focal plane reconstruction, (b) back focal plane reconstruction and (c) EFIP .

the depth of focus of our system from 0.8mm to 20mm. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that EFIs have
been created for DHs containing macroscopic objects.
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